Thursday 14 March 11am – 7pm
Springbank Room, Crawford School

Co-chairs
Professor Valerie Hudson
Professor Michael Wesley

SESSION 1

“Looking In” Part I: Situating Australian Foreign Policy Studies

Session Chair: Professor Michael Wesley

11:00am-11:05am Welcome
Professor Michael Wesley

11:05am-11:40am Opening Address
Professor Michael Wesley

11:40am-12:10pm Locating Australian FPA: From Analysing Australia Foreign Policy to Australian Foreign Policy Analysis?
Professor Valerie Hudson in conversation with Dr Benjamin Day

12:10pm-12:30pm Audience Q&A: Situating Australian Foreign Policy Studies
Panel: Professor Valerie Hudson, Dr Benjamin Day

12:30pm-1:15pm LUNCH

SESSION 2

“Looking In” Part II: Innovations and Current Progress

Session Chair: Professor Valerie Hudson

1:15pm-2:00pm Teaching Foreign Policy in Australia
A roundtable discussing trends, challenges and future of teaching foreign policy in Australia
Dr Daniel Baldino; Prof Mark Beeson; Dr Danielle Chubb; Dr Maryanne Kelton; A/Prof Matt McDonald; Dr Michael O’Keefe

2:00pm-2:30pm Comparative Gender and Foreign Policy Analysis
Professor Jacqui True

2:30pm-3:00pm FPA Showcase: Recent Australian-based Contributions to FPA
A roundtable showcasing notable contributions of Australia-based scholars
Dr Michael Cohen; Dr Huiyun Feng; Dr Conor Keane; Dr Andrew Kennedy
3:00pm-3:30pm  AFTERNOON TEA

SESSION 3  “Looking out” Part I: The Academy & Australian Foreign Policy Community

Session Chair:  Dr Andrew Carr

3:30pm-4:00pm  Navigating the Australian Academy as a Foreign Policy Specialist
                 Dr Sue Thompson, Dr Joanne Wallis

4:00pm-4:30pm  The Academy and the Media
                 Mark Kenny, Allan Behm

4:30pm-4:50pm  Audience Q&A: The Academy and the Australian Foreign Policy Community

4:50pm-5:00pm  Closing Reflections
                 Professor Valerie M. Hudson

5:00pm-5:30pm  CANAPES

SESSION 4  “Looking out” Part II: Towards Reinvigorating Australian Foreign Policy Studies

Venue: Molonglo Theatre, Crawford School of Public Policy

Registrations separate from day forum.

5:30pm-7:00pm  Live episode of the ‘Australia in the World’ podcast

‘Australia in the World’ host Allan Gyngell will canvass panellists for their views on how to reinvigorate Australian Foreign Policy studies, why this objective is important and the role of research and academics in Australian foreign policy.

Panellists include: Prof Valerie M. Hudson; Mark Kenny; Prof Jacqui True